Call for Papers

Chimères

Now accepting topics related to all aspects of French and Francophone studies

We encourage papers on: 1) East/West: Understanding Cultures; 2) Literature and Film; 3) Monsters/the Monstruous; and 4) Boundaries/Transgression.

For the publication of an article we require the submission of a diskette (3.5”) and a copy of the work. All articles should be accompanied by an abstract that summarizes or describes the article. Such abstracts should not exceed 75 words in length. Authors should use Microsoft Word and conform to MLA style. All notes should be endnotes, and authors must include a bibliography of works cited. Papers should not exceed 20 pages in length. Please enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

The annual subscription rates for the United States and Canada are $10 for individuals and $26 for institutions and/or libraries. Single copies are $6. For other countries annual subscription rates are $16 for individuals and $32 for institutions and/or libraries. Make checks or international money orders payable to Chimères. Chimères is indexed in the MLA International Bibliography.

Please address your submissions by: October 1st, 2002
Editor, Chimères
The University of Kansas
Department of French and Italian
Wescoe Hall
Lawrence, Kansas 66045

Questions may be directed to the above address, or Tel. 785-864-4056,
Fax 785-864-5179
E-mail: glomel@ku.edu

Homepage: http://www.ku.edu/~chimeres
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